1. why not advice necessary? of course change life!!

2. Sidra means: 2 ways to Torah, 2 parties to Judaism, two words to q-d. One is מנהל, other is 에לritte.
   
   Me is by fear of misery + unhappiness, often - gratitude for blessing + joy.
   
   Both legitimate, but no preferable: 필요/need
   
3. Historically - 2 great events in Jewish life which welcomed together, brought us great wealth
   
   1 - the flush of victory following 1896/1913,
   
   Two - surprisingly - the idea of economy

   2 - coming to be in homeland, now we have left thru expulsions, organization of (millionion)
   
   Yet - celebrate apropos, what why? - because 1913/14...

4. World's religious today - is a return NOT BECAUSE of need, but despite it. At root: fear H-bomb

   Activity - proof: Crisis theology, pessimism

   NELL: EXISTENTIALISM...